Helping Industries to
unlock all Potential
Business Opportunities

Customer Profile
Country or Region:
New Jersey, North Carolina,
Florida,
Texas,
California,
Maryland
Industry: Logistics
Our Client is a renowned name in
the US logistics industry with a work
history of more than 25 years. The
company has been successful in
becoming the Premier White Glove
in-home delivery company, catering
specifically to the Fine furniture
manufacturing,
antiques
and
high-end furniture manufacturing
industries. Company offers its
top quality services all across the
country with head offices in 6
major states of the USA.

Services offered by Company
 Coast to Coast Furniture
Transportation
 White Glove In-Home Delivery
 Packing & Crating Services
 Warehousing & Distribution

MetaOption LLC helps
organizations to automate their
complex business processes
through innovative
Cloud Solutions
A Logistics and Warehouse Company required
to get growth opportunities and give its
customers an interface by which they can
place orders, track their order and make
payment without any obstacle. The company
moved towards the Windows Azure for cloud
computing, which is a completely managed
Platform as a Service (PaaS). Logistics and
Warehouse Company as well as its customers
got advantage from an interface by which its
easy to generate orders, map routing interface
and much more.

Business Needs:MetaOption LLC has helped
us to manage and maintain
our huge and complex
computing infrastructure with
an ease and reducing the
operational costs at the same
time. Their professional and
experienced team has helped
us to leverage the advanced
features of Microsoft Azure
environment for offering
enhanced availability and
top quality services to our
customers at cost effective
rates. MetaOption and its
team have always kept a
transparency in the work,
which we liked the most. We
would definitely like to work
with MetaOption in future as
well.
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MetaOption LLC.,
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